and q is either equal to 1 or to one of the positive functions to be defined later. Let H q (D) be the completion of {ueC°°(Z>): \\u\\ q < oo} with respect to \\u\\ q and let H q (D) be the completion of C™(D) with respect to \\u\\ q . The functions u in H q {D) or H q {D) have strong L 2 second derivatives which we will denote by the same symbol as for the oridnary derivative. So that lim ί \D\u-D\u n \ 2 dx = 0
JD
where {u n } is any sequence of elements in C°°(D) such that \\u -u n \\ q ->0. All coefficient functions considered will be real valued. The variable functions u may be complex valued. There do not seem to be any analogues of the basic results with complex valued coefficients. Proof. We shall require two integrations by parts. which was to be shown. (1) We will reserve the notation q(x) for a positive function of of the form q(x) = Σ*,* (/< + Di) 2 a ik q k . 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that D is any open set. If a ik (x) is uniformly bounded in D, then
In particular, for p = λg, where λ is the first eigenvalue of the plate problem and ^ is the corresponding eigenfunction, the inequality becomes Rayleigh's characterization of the first eigenvalue. In this case, the conditions for equality become u = ku λ . (the other possibility leads to nothing of interest). Calculate,
Then g > 0, if a < 0, a -2 > 0, and α ^> 4 -n. If we choose a -(4 -n)j2, then g is maximal and equal to (n 2 (n -4) 2 )/16. It is unfortunate that the preceding example is only good for dimensions larger than five. The following inequality, though unappealing, does yield an example for every dimension. 
when expanded the first term in (2) contains the following two terms which we integrate by parts:
-DiiMDlΰ-DiimDlu and A(/^)A(/^) .
Notice that the order of summation has been changed in the first term.
The second term in (2) contains
The third term in (2) contains
Expanding (2) and making use of (3), (4), (5) and (6), one can obtain the advertised result. Proof. We must show that there is a function ue H q such that o u -g e H q and (u, Aφ) = (/, φ), for every φ in C". Set u^ -u -g and consider the equivalent problem of finding u 0 e H q such that 
COROLLARY.

Suppose that f { is a function of x { alone. Then
INTEGRAL INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SECOND ORDER DERIVATIVES
45 Σ DluDlΰ -Σ [Dlfi + WiDlfi + ifWJi + 2(Z) i / ί ) 2 ] I u | 2 D i,k ί -Σ WWJi + Φufu)Φifi) + /If 11 I u | 2 dx i,k ô 0,(u 0 , Aφ) = (/, φ) -(g, Aφ). Let B(u, v) = \ Σ dikDluDlv -puvdx JD i,k = \ Σ uD\{a ίk D\v -puvdx JD i,k -(u, Av), for u, v e C™ .
